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A language is m-bounded if it is a subset of wl* "'" w,,,* for some words wa ,..., w,~. 
A study is made of the languages that can be generated from m-bounded languages by 
various operations. For each m, there is an (m + l)-bounded language that cannot be 
generated from m-bounded languages using only full AFL operations and substitution; 
and there is a context-free language that cannot be generated from any (not necessarily 
context-free) bounded languages. There is a context-sensitive language that cannot be 
generated from bounded languages using only AFL operations and intersection. But 
every language can be generated from one-letter languages using full AFL operations 
and intersection. Consequently, there is a way to code arbitrary languages into one- 
letter languages in such a way that the decoding process can be performed by means 
of full AFL operations and intersection, but the use of erasing is essential. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the 1950's, when type 0, 1, 2, and 3 languages were introduced into the 
literature, families of languages have been proliferating at an alarming rate. However, 
many of these fanailies can be placed in a common framework by using the concept of 
an abstract family of languages (or AFL) ,  that is, a family of languages closed under  
certain operations [3]. The continuing study of AFLs  indicates that the concept of an 
abstract family oflanguages i a natural one. So it becomes reasonable to study questions 
about the collection of AFLs  itself, just as earlier one studied questions about specific 
families of languages. But constructing examples and counterexamples becomes very 
difficult, since the counterexample to a conjecture must  now be a family of languages 
rather than a single language. For instance, consider the following conjecture. 
Every nontr iviaP AFL  has another nontrivial AFL  as a proper subset. 
Th is  conjecture is probably false, but  it remains an open question. To  disprove the 
conjecture, one would have to construct an entire family to serve as a counterexample. 
* Research supported in part by the U.S. Air Force under Contracts F1962867C0023 and 
F4462070C0013 and by the National Science Foundation under Grants GJ-454 and GJ-31223. 
1 An AFL is nontrivial if it contains a nonregular language. 
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This problem will not be discussed further; we do not even claim it is a problem worth 
studying. Our point is merely that simply stated questions aboutAFLs can be very diffi- 
cult to settle, even in the negative, because it is so difficult to construct counterexamples. 
We are interested in approaching the problem of constructing examples and 
counterexamples by examining a particularly simple class of AFLs, those generated 
by bounded languages. This is analogous to what was done historically in the study 
of context-free languages. The systematic study of bounded context-free languages 
was initiated in [6]. These languages were studied not because they occur in practical 
applications (significant context-free fragments of a programming language will not 
generally be bounded), but because they have simple structural properties and yet are 
rich enough to supply many examples of possible context-free behavior. For example, 
they are helpful in studying inherent ambiguity. (See [1, Chaps. 5, 6].) 
The present situation is similar. We study bounded AFLs ~ not because any com- 
monly studied nontrivial AFLs are bounded, but because bounded AFLs are struc- 
turally simpler than arbitrary AFLs, although still complex enough to exhibit 
interesting behavior. For example, in a previous paper we showed that every set of 
bounded nonregular languages generates an AFL that is not closed under e-free 
substitution [8]. This result provides a rich supply of AFLs that are not closed under 
substitution. (It also implies that bounded languages are incapable of generating 
some context-free languages under full AFL operations.) In another paper, we studied 
the behavior of certain one-letter languages under AFL operations in order to demon- 
strate the existence of infinite sets of languages which are independent in the sense that 
no language in the set can be generated from other languages in the set by full AFL 
operations [9]. In the present paper, we study the behavior of bounded languages 
under the set of AFL and full AFL operations, augmented by substitution and 
intersection. We are able to show that a considerable part of the bounded structure of a 
language survives under application of full AFL operations and substitution, that a 
much smaller part of the structure survives under AFL operations and intersection, 
and that none of the structure survives under full AFL operations and intersection. 
This provides evidence for the informal statement that, in the presence of AFL 
operations, intersection is much more powerful than substitution, and that intersection 
is considerably more powerful when erasing is allowed than when it is not. 
In Section 1, basic concepts about AFLs are reviewed, and multitape transducers are 
discussed. In Section 2, it is shown that if a language can be generated from a set of 
bounded languages using full AFL operations, then it can be generated from a 
(different) set of bounded languages using AFL operations. Consequently, one need 
only study bounded AFLs; a separate study of full AFLs generated by bounded 
languages i unnecessary. In Section 3, it is proved that every language in an m-bounded 
o An AFL is bounded if it has a set of bounded generators. It is m-bounded if it has a set of 
m-bounded generators. 
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AFL (in fact, in the substitution-closure of an m-bounded AFL)  has a special m-fold 
pumping property. One consequence is that for each m, there are (m + 1)-bounded 
AFLs that are not m-bounded. In Section 4, it is shown that every language generable 
from bounded languages by AFL  operations and intersection also has a special pumping 
property, albeit a very weak one. As a consequence, there is a context-sensitive language 
that cannot be generated from bounded languages by AFL  operations and intersection. 
In contrast to this, there is the surprising result that every language (recursively 
enumerable or not) can be generated from one-letter languages by full AFL  operations 
and intersection. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we briefly review some basic concepts involving AFLs  and trans- 
ducers. In general, we assume an elementary knowledge of formal anguage theory. The 
reader is referred to [3] for any unexplained notation. 
For each set Z 1 of symbols, ZI* is the set of all finite strings of elements of Z 1 , 
including the empty string e. Each element w of ZI* is called a word or string, and its 
length is denoted by ] w [. 
Throughout he rest of this paper, Z will denote a fixed infinite set of symbols, and 
a I , a 2 .... will denote distinct symbols in Z. A language is a setL such thatL  C ZI* for 
some finite Z 1 _C X. The smallest such Z 1 is denoted by Z L . The language L is e-free 
if e is not in L. The language L is m-bounded if there are words w x ,..., wm such that 
L _C wl* "'" Win*. The language L is bounded if it is m-bounded for some m >/ 1. 
The symbol .W, with or without primes or subscripts, will always denote a set of 
languages, and L with or without primes or subscripts will always denote a single 
language. An AFL is a nontrivial 8 set of languages which is closed under the following 
operations: inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets, e-free homo- 
morphism, 4 union, concatenation, and +.5 An AFL  is full if it is dosed under arbitrary 
homomorphism. Let o~(.W) [o~(5(')] denote the smallest AFL  [full AFL]  containing 
each language in ~o, and let ~[M0] denote the set of all regular [e-free regular] 
languages. 
DEFINITION. For n >/ 1, an n-input transducer is a 4-tuple M = (K, H, S, F), 
where 
(1) K is a finite set (of states), 
(2) S and F are subsets of K (the starting states and final states), and 
(3) H is a finite subset of 6 K • Z *(hI • Z* X K (the moves). 
A set of languages i nontrivial if it contains a nonempty language. 
4 A homomorphism h: 271" --+ 272" is e-free if h(w) = e implies w = e. 
5L+ ~ [.J,~>IL ~ ~ {wl "" w, [ wi EL, n /> 1}. 
Z *(~) = Z'* • Z* • ... • Z'*, the Cartesian product of n copies of Z'*. 
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I f  H i s  a subset o fK  • Z *In) • Z + • K then  Mis  called e-free. 
Intuitively, if (p, x 1 ,..., xn ,  y, q) is in H, then in one move M can change from state 
p to state q while reading x 1 ,..., x~ on its n input  tapes and writing y on its output 
tape. We now formally define the way in which M operates. At the same time, since we 
will frequently be manipulat ing the computations that a transducer makes, we introduce 
some notation for referring to specific computations. 
Notation. Let M = (K, H, S ,F )  be an n- input transducer. For each move 
h = (p, x 1 ,..., x n , y, q) in H, call p the first and q the last state of h. A path of M is a 
string w = hah 2 "" h~ of moves h~ in H, regarded as abstract symbols, where t ~ 0 
and for each i, 1 ~ i < t, the first state of hi+ 1 equals the last state of h i . I f  t ~ 1, 
that is, if w @ e, call the first state of h 1 thefirst state of w, and the last state of ht the 
last state ofw. A computation ofMis  a nonempty path whose first state is in S and whose 
last state is inF .  In  addition, the empty string is considered a computation if and only if 
S n T ~ ;~. Let C,~t, or C when M is understood, denote the set of all computations 
of M. Let ~1 ..... ~ and 0 be the homomorphisms from H* to S* defined by 7 ~l(h) 
x~ ,..., ~,(h) - -  x,, and O(h) ~ y for each h = (p, x~ ,..., x , ,  y, q) in H. Now let 
M(L ,  ,..., L , )  = O(CM n -qll(L,) (~ "" t-~ ~7=l(gn)). 
Thus,  M(L  1 ,..., L~) is the set of all output strings produced by computations whose 
ith input string is in L i . 
An n- input  transducer is called a multitape transducer. A one- input  ransducer is 
called simply a transducer. Except for the unimportant  fact that we have permitted a
transducer to have several starting states, our one- input transducers are the same as the 
a-transducers of [3]. 
The following theorem is a simple variant of results from [3]. 
REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR AFLs .  Let 5(' be a nontrivial set of languages. 
(a) g (~e)  ...... * ~ ~(~e)  =.  ~ ~r 
(b) o~(~)  = ~ & dr  = ~ a J r  g some language in 5~ contains e. 
(c) ~(~e)  := ~0 ~ ~(~)  = *0 - ~(Lr i f  no language in ~ contains e. 
Here, 5~ 6 L~" [cp cr ~ ' ]  is the set of all languages (L) where L is in &a and s is a 
substitution of [e-free] languages in ~a, for the letters in Z L . And .~(.LP) [.////(~q~)] is 
the set of all languages M(L)  where L is in ~,a and M is an [e-free] transducer. 
The following theorem will be needed in Section 4. For a proof, see [7]. 
REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR INTERSECTION-CLOSED AFLs.  Suppose L is a 
language and c is not in Z L . 
7 When n = 1, we will write ~7 in place of 7/1. 
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(a) ,r = ~,((L~)*) .  
(b) ~-m(L u {e}) = ,//g,((Lc)*). 
(c) ~-n(L --  {e}) = d/.((Lc)+), i l L  @ ~.  
Here, o~-n(~f)[~n(Sq)] is the smallest [full] AFL  closed under intersection and 
containing each language in ~f, and Jt,(~f)[.// i ' .(~f)] is the set of all languages 
M(La ,..., L~), where M is an [e-free] n-input transducer, n ~> 1, and each Li is in 5r 
Note that when c f  consists of a single language, we write dd.(L) instead ofdd,({L}), and 
so forth. 
In addition to intersection-closed AFLs, substitution-closed AFLs will be of 
interest o us. A family 5 ~ is said to be closed under [e-free] substitution if ~f ~ s _C 
5~ (~ ~f C 5(']. We let ~(~Lf) and ~(&r denote the smallest AFL  and full AFL  
closed under e-free substitution and substitution, respectively, and containing each 
language in of. 
2. BOUNDED AFLs 
We are now ready to define the objects that are of special interest o us in this paper, 
bounded AFLs, and to establish some of their basic properties. Recall that a language L 
is m-bounded i lL  _C Wl* ... win* for some words w 1 ,..., w,,+. 
Notation. For m >~ 1, let ~m be the set of all m-bounded languages, and let ~ be 
the set of all bounded languages. Thus, ~ = U,,,>I 9~.~. The symbols ~' ,  ~" ,  etc., 
will always denote subsets of ~ .  
Observe that ~162 1 _C~ 2 C ... C~,  because wl* "" w~,* C wx* -.. w,,,.*w.*+l. 
DEFINITION. An AFL ~ is bounded if ~v = .~-(~,) for some ~'  C ~.  A full AFL 
is full-bounded if ~o _ ,~(~,) for some ~'  _C ~.  I f~ '  _C ~m then ~ is m-bounded or 
m-full-bounded, respectively. 
Note that, since any AFL must contain every e-free regular set, every bounded 
AFL contains unbounded languages. In the next section, we will prove that for each 
m there are (m + l)-bounded AFLs that are not m-bounded, and hence there are 
bounded AFLs that are not m-bounded for any m. It should also be pointed out that 
an AFL may be a subset of a bounded AFL and yet not be bounded. For example, if 
L - -  {a'c n n 7 0}, 
and 
L' = {d~ J . . . .  ca h [ t >~ 0,j+ ~> 0, someji  ~= i}, 
then ~(L ' )  is contained in the 2-bounded AFL ~(L) ;  yet it can be shown that .~(L ' )  
is not bounded [8]. 
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In the preceding paragraph, L was a 2-bounded language and it was asserted that the 
2-full-bounded AFL  ~,~(L) is a 2-bounded AFL .  This assertion is not obvious, since it 
claims that .~(L )= ~(M' )  for some ~'  C~.  For this particular language L, 
o~(L) = ~-(L) (see [10]) and so the claim is trivial. But for arbitrary 2-bounded 
languages L, it need not be true that ~(L )  is equal to ~(L ) ,  or even to ~-(L ~3 {e)). 
Nonetheless, we shall show, as the main result in this section, that every m-full- 
bounded AFL  is in fact an m-bounded AFL .  It  follows that a full-bounded AFL  is 
just a full, bounded AFL;  that is, an AFL  is ful l-bounded if and only if it is full and 
bounded. For this reason, it is not necessary to make a separate study of full-bounded 
AFLs;  a study of bounded AFLs  is sufficient. 
LEMMA 2.t. Suppose that L x ,..., L ,  are m-bounded languages for some m ~ 1. 
Then there is a language L C_ a~* "" a,,~* such that s 
(a) d/'(L) = .~(L1) v "-. v ,/ff(Ln), 
(b) J r  = d2(Ll) v ... v ~,/I(L,), 
(c) o~(r) =- o~(L 1 .... , Ln) , and 
(d) ~(L)=.~#(L1 , . . . , L , ) .  
* * for some words w,x w~ We may Proof. Since Li is in ~,  Li C w,~ -" w i . . . . . . .  , . 
assume without loss of generality that each w o. # e. Let 
L = {a~"~+~az"2 "" a~"i w~'~ "" w~ ~ L~} u {e ] e e L~}, 
and let L = L (  w --" w L , ' .  It is easily verified that L satisfies the lemma. | 
COROLLARY 2.2. I f  ~ is an (m-) bounded principal 9 AFL,  then ~q~ has an (m-) 
bounded generator. 
Proof. Suppose ~ is a bounded principal AFL.  (If  &a is m-bounded, the proof is 
similar.) Then ~ = o~(~')  = ~(L ' )  for some ~'  __C9~ and some language L'.  But 
then L'  is in ~(L  1 .... , Ln) for some L a ..... Ln in 8 ' .  So for large enough m, each L i is 
m-bounded, and by Lemma 2.1, i f (L1 ,..., L,~) = o~'(L) for some m-bounded L. Then 
L is a bounded generator of ~a. | 
Suppose .~' is a set of 1-bounded languages, each of which contains e. Then 
./ / l (~') = J/Z(~') [16], and hence ~(~' )  = ~(~' )  also [since ~(~' )  = ~ cr .//g(~') = 
cr Jr = ~ ' (~ ' ) ] .  Thus, no erasing is needed when constructing ./ff(~') and 
o~(M') from 5~'. When 8 '  is a set of m-bounded languages for m ~ 2, this need no 
longer be true. But what the following theorem does tell us is that whatever erasing is 
sLp lv  ... v~n ={L1u" 'uL~lL~, i} -  
9 An AFL ~ is principal if it can be generated by a single language L, i.e., s = .~-(L). 
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necessary in constructing d~(5~') or o~7(~ ') from ~'  can be performed before leaving 
the class ~,~ of m-bounded languages. 
THeOReM 2.3. I f  ~ '  is a nontrivial set of (m-) bounded languages, then there is a set 
~" of (m-) bounded languages uch that d~(~') = ~[(~") and LC(gY) = ~'(~"). 
Proof. It  suffices to prove that for each m-bounded language L, there is a set ~z  
of m-bounded languages uch that ~'f(L) = , /g (~) .  For then if ~"  = Uz~'  ~z ,  
J{(~' )  = .Ar and o~(~')  = ~ a ~/~(~') = ~ a.A'(~") = ~(~") ,  as required. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.1, we may assume that L is a subset of a~* "" am*. Let 
~L ~ ~(L )~ ~m.  Then 5~ L consists of m-bounded languages and ~//g(~z)_C 
Jd(~/l(L)) = dr(L). It  is shown in [10] that i lL _C a~* ' "  am* and 
then J/2(L) = V ./g(oL~~ 1~ Since ~ C ~L and dg(~L) is closed under finite union, 
~,d(L) = V ,.dg'(~- c-cP) C "//r Thus, ~//(o,q,r = Jd("~L)" II 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2.3, even if ~ '  consists of a single m-bounded 
language, ~ '  ---- (L}, ~"  will still generally be infinite, ~"  = ~/](L) n ~, , .  Nonetheless, 
if ~(L )  = ~(~")  is principal, that is, if ~(L )  = ~-(L') for some L', then only finitely 
many languages in ~"  are needed to generate L' and hence to generate all of g (L ) .  
Then by Lemma 2.1, there is a single m-bounded languageL" such that.~(L) : ~(L") .  
On the other hand, J-~(L) need not be principal. (For an example of a languageL C a'b* 
for which ~g~(L) is not principal, see [16].) When ~,~(L) is not principal, any set of 
languages 9~" (bounded or not) for which ~,~(L) ~ ~(~")  must be infinite [4]. 
COROLLARY 2.4. An AFL is full-bounded if and only if it is full and bounded. 
COROLLARY 2.5. For each m ~ 1, ~'(~,,)  = 5(~, , )  and~:~(~) -- ~'(~).  
COROLLARY 2.6. I f  M' is a set of (m-) bounded languages then there is a set ~"  of 
(m-) bounded languages such that ~(~' )  -- ~(~") .  
Proof. We may assume that ~ '  is nontrivial. By Theorem 2.3, .~(~' )  = ~'(5~") 
for some set of (m-) bounded languages ~".  But if ~o is any [full] AFL  then ~.  (&o) 
[~(5r is the least superset of ~ closed under e-free substitution (see [13, corollaries 
to Theorem 3.3]). Let ~ ~ ~(~' )  : .~-(~"). It  follows that ~(5~')  = ~(9~"), since 
both are the closure of ~ under e-free substitution. | 
COROLLARY 2.7. For each m ~ 1, ~(~,~)  = ~(~,~)  and ~(5~) = o~(~). 
~~ V .W' = {L1 u '.. UL,  !n > l,L~e ~'}. 
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We have shown that, for all m, o~(~m) = o~(~,n) and ~o(~,.)  = ~(~, , ) .  This 
pattern breaks down when one considers intersection. In Section 4, it is proved that 
o~(aM,,,) C J-~o(~,,) for all m. 
3. THE SUBSTITUTION CLOSURE OF BOUNDED AFLs 
As was pointed out in the proof of Corollary 2.6, the substitution closure of an 
AFL  ~o is -3o(~ ). In this section we study the substitution closure of bounded AFLs.  
We show that any language in the substitution closure of an m-bounded AFL  has a 
certain structural property ~m 9 In other words, every language in ~(~)  has property 
~.  Since an (m q- 1)-bounded language need not have property ~, , ,  it follows that 
~,,,,+~ ~(~.~) .  Hence, ~-(~,,,) C ~'('-'~m+l) and o~(.@.,) C ~(~,n+l)" In particular, 
for each m, there are (m if- 1)-bounded AFLs  that are not m-bounded. 
DEFINITION. For L a language and for m ~ 1 and p >~ 1, suppose that w = 
xoYlX 1 "" yn, x,, is in L, where x i and Yi are in X*, each ] Yi ] ~ P and some Yi ~ e. 
Suppose further that for each integer k there are integers k1 ) k,..., k~, ~ h such that 
Xoy~lx~ k,,~ 9 . .y~ x,, is in L. Then the sequence (Xo, Yx ,  x~ , . . . , y~,  x~) is an (m,p) -  
factor izat ion of  w in L. Let g~.~ be the set of all languages L such that every word in L 
of length at least p has an (m, p)-factorization i L. For m >~ 1, let ~ = 0~>i ~, , .~,  
and let ga = U~,~I ~- ,  9 
The theorem we wish to prove is that i fL is in o~(~.~J.~) thenL is in~, ;  in other words, 
o~(~.~) _C ga . First note the following trivial facts about~.  I f (x0, Yl ,  xi .... , y~,  x,m) 
is an (m, p)-factorization of w in L then (x0, Yi ,  Xl ' ' " '  Yra, Xm, e, e) is an (m + 1, p)- 
factorization of w in L. Hence, ~,~ _C ~,,+1 9 Also, if L i is in ~,, ,~ and L~ is in P~,q 
then L i k3 L 2 is in #/,,a.,  where r - -  max{p, q}. Hence, each ~, ,  is closed under union. 
LEMMA 3.1. Each ~,~ is closed under e-free substitution. 
Proof. Suppose L is in .~ and s is a substitution with s(z) an e-free language in ~,,, 
for each z in XL 9 We must prove that s(L) is in ~.  Since L is in ~m,  L is in ~.q  for 
some q ~> 1. Similarly, for each z in Z L there is a p(z)  >~ 1 such that s(z) is in ~m,~(,) 9
Let r --= max{p(z) I z ~ Z'L} and letp = qr. We will prove that s(L) is in ~, , ,~.  
Suppose w is in s(L) and ] w ] ) p. Then there is a word zi "'" z~ in L,  n >~ 1, z i  in 
Z z , and there are words w i in s(zi) such that w = w i "" w n . 
Case 1. Suppose that for some i, Iwi[  >~r. Then [w i l  >/P(z i ) ,  so w i has an 
(m, p(z i ) ) - factor izat ion (xo , Y l  , xi  .... , y, ,  , x~) in s(zi). But then (wi  "'" wi - ixo , Y i  , 
x i , . . . , ym,  x~wi+i "'" wn) is an (m,p(z i ) ) - factor izat ion of w = w i - ' -wn in 
w I ... w i_v(z i )wi+l  "" wn ,  and hence it is also an (m, p)-factorization of w in s(L). 
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Case 2. Suppose that lwi [  < r, 1 ~ i~< n. Thennr  > [w 1 . . .w" l  = lw] >/ 
p = qr. So i zl ' "  z~ I = n > q. Therefore, zl "'" z~ has an (m, q)-factorization 
Zl  " "  Zk l  , ~'k l f f l  " ' "  Zk2 ' ' " ,  Z/c2m+l " ' "  Z/c2m+l) 
in L, with hi,1 - -  ki = [ Zlc~+ 1 "'" Zki+x [ ~ q for i = 1, 3 , . ,  2m - -  1. Since [ wi [ < r 
for all i, 
] wk,+t "" w~i+~ ] ~ (ki+ ~ - -  ki)r ~ qr = p 
for i = 1, 3,..., 2m --  1. And wi v~ e since s is an e-free substitution. Hence, the 
(m, q)-factorization of z I .-' Zn in L induces an (m, p)-factorization 
(W 1 " ' "  Wk l  , W/~I+I  " ' "  W/~ 2 ~...~ Wk2m+l  " ' "  Wk2m+l)  
of wins(L).  | 
COROLLARY 3.2. ~_C~m 9 
Proof. Since ~1 C ~,  it suffices to show ~ C ~1; that is, we must show that every 
finite language is in ~1 and that ~1 is closed under union, concatenation, and *. I f L  is 
finite, L is in.?21 vacuously, since for suitable p, L contains no words of length p or more. 
We have already seen that ~x is closed under union. I f  L 1 and L 2 are in ~1 then 
obviously so are L i - -  {e} and L 2 - -  {e}. But ~a contains ala 2 and is closed under e-free 
substitution, so #1 contains (L 1 - -  {e})(L 2 - -  {e}). Since 
L1L 2 -- (L 1 -- {e})(L~ --  {e}) k) {w ~L 1 ] e ~L2} t_) {w EL 2 I e ELa}, 
it follows that L1L 2 is in .~x 9 And a* is obviously in ~1,  so if L is in ~1 so is 
(L  - {e})* - L* .  I 
We can now prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3. For m ~ 1, ~(~, , ) _C  ~,~.  In other words, i f  L is a language in 
~(~m)  then there is an integer p such that each word in L of length at least p has the form 
XoylX 1 ""y, ,x, , ,  where each [yil <~ p and some Yi ~ e, and where for each k, 
xoy~x l  " ~' " y,,.~w,, is in L for some k 1 >/ k ..... k m >/ k. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. Assume that ~(~)  _C ~n for 1 ~ n < m. 
We will show that ~( .~, , )  _C ~ .... 
By Corollary 2.7, ~(M, , )  = o~(~m). But ~(M, , )  is the closure of o~(M~,) under 
e-free substitution (see the proof of Corollary 2.6). So once we show that ~m includes 
o~ it will follow that ~, ,  includes ~(~m)  = ~(Mm). Since f f (~)  ---- ~ a dg(M,~) 
and ~m contains every regular set and is closed under e-free substitution, it is enough 
to show that ?2,, includes ~'(~,~).  
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By Lemma 2. I, any language in ~(~)  has the form M'(L), where M '  is an e-free 
transducer and L _C al* ... am*. We can replace M' by another transducer M = 
(K, H, S, F) with M(L)== M'(L), where M (although no longer e-free) has the 
following two properties. 
(1) I f (p ,x ,y ,q)  is inHthen] x[ ~< 1 and ly l  ~< 1. 
(2) There is an r such that 0(~02)56 e for every computation WxW~W 3 in CM 
having l w2 I >/r .  
[This is so because when the usual construction for achieving (1) is applied to an 
e-free transducer, the resulting transducer will also satisfy (2).] We will prove that 
M(L) is in ~@m by breaking L up into a finite union of simpler languages. 
Let (h  .... , s,,,) denote a~ --" a~'-. Let p = r(#K), and for w = (s I ,..., s,~), let 
Lw = {(Sl + k~p!,..., sm + k,.p!) eL I k~ ~ 0}. 
SinceL -- U{L~ I w = (h ..... s,,), 0 <~ si < p!} andS, ,  is closed under finite unions, 
if we show that M(L~o) is in ~,~ for each w in al* "" a,,* then it will follow that M(L) 
is in #m 9 
Suppose, then, that w = (s 1 ..... s,,) is arbitrary but fixed. We will show that M(L~) 
is in~,~.  For 1 ~< i ~< m andj  >/0,  let 
Lij = {(tl ..... t,,,) E L~ [ti = j}. 
We will use the induction hypothesis to show that each M(LIj) is in ~ .  I f  m > l, let 
L;~ - ( (q  ,..., t ,_~, tz+~ .... , t~)  I <el .... , t i _  1 , j ,  ti+, , . . . ,  t,~) eL i s  }. 
I f  m = 1, let L'/~ = .~ if L/j = ~ and let L'~ = {e} if L~j v a ~.  In either case, it is 
clear that Lit is in d/g'(Lij ). I f  m = 1 then Lij is regular, so that M(Lij) e J/(Lii ) C_ 
C ~m.  If  m > 1 then by the hypothesis of induction, since L'ij is (m -- 1)-bounded, 
M(Li~) E J~(L'ij ) _C ~,,~-1 _C ~m 9 So in either case M(Lij) is in ~n-  Now if there is an n 
such that every (t I .... ,tin) inL  w has some t i<n ,  thenL  w = U{Lij I 1 ~< i ~ m, 
0 ~<j<n}.  But then since M(L~) is in ~ ,  M(Lw) = U{M(Lij) I1 ~< i ~< m, 
0 ~ j < n} is in .~ .... as required. Therefore, we may suppose that: 
(3) For all n there is a (t x ,..., tin) inL~ with t 1 >~ n,..., t~ /> n. 
Let L" == U{Li~ [ 1 ~ i ~ m, 0 ~ j < p} and L' = L w -- L". Since M(Lij ) is in ~,,,, 
M(L") is also in ~,, ;  so to show that M(Lw) = M(L') u M(L") is in ~,~ it suffices to 
show that M(L') is in ~m.  
To show that M(L') is in ~m, we will show that each word in M(L') has an (m, p)- 
factorization i  M(L'). Suppose, then, that O(w) is a word in M(L') = O(C u t~ ~-I(L')), 
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where w is in CM and ~/(w) is in L'. Because of (1) and the fact that L' is a subset of 
al* -." a,,*, w has the form w = w I ' "  w,,, where ~(wi) = a~, for some r I ~ 0,..., rm >/O. 
Since @1 ..... rm) is in L'  = L w - -  L", it is not in L". So r 1 >/p,. . . ,  rm ~ p. Consider 
any i, 1 ~ i ~ m. By (1), [ w~ ] >/ I ~7(w~)l = r~ ~ p = r (#K) .  So w i = 7307) 1 " ' *  V#K , 
where I vj ~i ~ r for 1 ~ j ~ #K.  Since M only has #K states, wi must contain a 
cycle 11 zi of the form zi  = v.~vs+l "'" vt for some 1 ~ s ~< t ~ #K.  Then  1~ I zi I 
I vl "" v~K [ :-- r (#K)  =p.  By (1), [ O(zi)l ~ ] z~ [ <~p. Also t z~ [ ~ I v~ [ - -  r, so by 
(2), O(z,) ~ e. 
We have shown that each w i contains a cycle z i ,  wi = wi'ziw~, say, where ] O(zi) ] ~ p 
and O(z~) C= e. We can now exhibit an (m, p)-factorization of O(w) = O(w 1 "" win) in 
M(L') .  
Case I. Suppose some ~(zi) ~ e. Note that w ~ w 1 "" wi_lwi'ziw~'wi+l "'" wm 9 
Then (O(w 1 "" w( ) ,  O(zi), O(w~ "" w~), e,..., e) is an (m,p)-factorization of O(w) in 
M(L ' ) .  To prove this claim, first note that I O(zi)l ~ P and O(zi) ~ e, as required. 
~,,.'~k+~r" . We must show that Second, given any k>/0 ,  let w '~-w x ' ' ' - i  --i " win 
O(w') is in M(L ' ) .  Since zi  is a cycle, w' is still a computation. Since rl(zi) = e, 
~(w') = ~(w), so ~(w') is in L'. Thus,  w' is in CM ~ ~I-I(L ') and O(w') is in M(L'), as 
required. 
Case 2. Suppose V(zi) v ~ e, 1 ~ i ~ m. Let n i : ] r / ( z i ) [ .  Then ni >/ 1. Note 
that w = w~' z lw'  ~ "" w,~' z,,w,," . Then  
(0(~'), 0(~,), o(~;~'), 0(~,), 0(~,'),..., 0(~), 0(~;,)) 
is an (m, p)-factorization of O(w) in M(L ' ) .  To prove this claim, first note that 
L O(zl)] ~ p and O(zi) C- e. Second, we must show that the subwords O(zi) of O(w) can 
be iterated to large powers without leaving M(L ' ) .  Recall that ~7(w) = (r  1 ,..., r,~}. 
Given any k ~ 0, let n --~ max{kn 1 + r I , . . . ,  knm -~- r,~}. By (3), there is a ( t  1 ,..., tin) 
in Lw with t 1 ~n, . . . , tm~n.  Since t i~n>/r i~p,  ( t l  ..... tm) is in L'. Since 
(q  ,..., t,,) and (r  1 ,..., r~)  are inLw ,p! divides t~ - -  r~. Butn i  = [ ,/(zi)] ~ [ zi  [ ~p ,  
by (1), so nr divides t i - -  r i . Hence, ti = r i -]- kin i for some k i >/O. Then kin i = 
t i - r i  ~n- - r  i~kn  i , so thatk  i~k .Let  
U3r = gtJltZlkl+lwl . . . . .  Udm, Z~m+lw~ n 
Then w' is in CM.  Since ~l(wi) is in ai*, ~l(zi) is in ai*, so "q(zi) = a']~. Therefore, 
V(w') = ( r  1 + kin 1 .... , r,, + k,,nm} = (tx ,..., t,,} eL ' ,  
11 A cycle is a nonempty path starting and ending at the same state. 
la Here, I z, ] denotes the length of zg, where zi is considered to be a string of symbols over 
the alphabet H. 
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so that w' is in C M n r/-I(L'). But then O(w') is in M(L'). Since k~ >/k ,  this proves the 
claim. 
Thus,  in both Cases 1 and 2, O(w) has an (m, p)-factorization i M(L'), so that M(L')  
is in ~,~.  | 
Obviously, 0~(~)  ~- 0 , ,~  ~(~, , ) ,  so the following is an immediate corollary of the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.4. ,~(~)  _C ~.  In other words, if L is a language in ~(~.~) then L 
satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 for some m >/ 1. 
Theorem 3.3 can often be used to prove that a given language is not in .~(~, , ) .  
DEFINITION. A language L _ a~* ' "  a,,,* is injective if L is infinite and satisfies the 
.S m following property:  I f  u ~ a~ ' "  a~,~ and v ~ a~ "" a,, are inL  and r i = s, for some 
i, thenu =v.  
It  is easily seen thatL  C al* .-- a,,* is injective if and only if 
L = (a~ ~(") "" d"(")lnm >~ O} 
for some injective (i.e., one-to-one) functions f l  ..... f , ,  on the nonnegative integers. 
For  example (al~a~*a3~l n >/0} is injeetive. 
_ * is injective then L is not in ;~l~2 COROLLARY 3.5. I l L  C at* --- am+ 1 ~,~.,,j. 
9 -- * is injective, then L is not in ~,,~ But then L is Proof. Clearly, i f L  C al* a~+ 1
not in .~(~, , )  by Theorem 3.3. ] 
Thus,  for example, {anb*~*en I  ~ 0} cannot be derived from any set of 2 -bounded 
languages by a finite sequence of full AFL  operations and substitutions. 
COROLLARY 3.6. 
inclusion. 
The following diagram holds, where the arrows represent proper 
,~(~1)  ~ ~(~)  ~ ~ ( ~ ) ~  
~(~, )  ~ ~(~)  ~ ~(~)  ~ ... 
Furthermore, i f  m < n then ~(~m)  and 0~'(~.) are incomparable, 1~ as  are o~(~,,,) and 
~(~) .  
as Two families are incomparable if neither is a subset of the other. 
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Proof. For each m/> 1, letL~ = {al'*a2 . . . .  am n I n ~ 0}. ThenLm C al* ..- a,~** is 
inj ective. So by Corollary 3.5, Lm+l is not in ~o~(~m). Hence, L~,+a is in ~(~,,+1) -~-(~.,)  
and in ~(~,,,~1) - -  o~(~,~). So 
~-(~)  -+ ~(~)  ~ ~- (~)  -~  ... 
and 
~(~, )  ~ ~, - ; (~)  ~ ~(~, )  ~ .... 
Since ~(~)  is an AFL closed under e-free substitution and containing a nonregular 
language, -~(~m) is not a subset of any bounded AFL [8]. Hence, the inclusion of 
~(~m) in ~(~, )  is proper, and the diagram is proved. In add i t ion ,~(~)  cannot be a 
subset of .~-(Nn) or 6~-(~). Finally, if m < n, then L, is in ~'(~n) and ~'(N) but not in 
~(~) ,  so ~(~, )  and ~(~)  cannot be subsets of ~(~) .  | 
By Corollaries 2.5 and 2.7, ~(~)= ~-(M~) and o~(~,, ,)= ~(~,~). So in 
Corollary 3.6, ~ and ~-, may be replaced by o~ and ~.  
COROLLARY 3.7. For each m >/ 1, there are (m 4- 1)-bounded AFLs that are not 
m-bounded. And there are bounded AFLs that are not m-bounded for any m. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, the (m 4- 1)-bounded AFL ~-(~m+l) is not m-bounded, 
and the bounded AFL o~-(~) is not m-bounded for any m. | 
We have given examples of bounded languages that are not in ~(M,,). We can also 
give examples of languages that are not even in ~(~) ,  although of course such 
languages can no longer be bounded. For example, let L = ((anb~) *~ I n >/ 1, m ~ 1 }. 
ThenL is not in~, and so by Corollary 3.4, it is not in ~(~) .  Note thatL is not a very 
complicated language. It is a one-way stack language, in fact, a checking automaton 
language. (Checking automata re defined in [11].) But L is not context-free. Methods 
based directly on Theorem 3.3 cannot produce a context-free language that is not in 
~(M), or even that is not in ~(~) ,  because of the fact that every context-free language 
is in ~2 by the uvwxy lemma. To prove that there are context-free languages that are 
not in o~(~) (and hence that the converse of Theorem 3.3 is false), we need the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. I f  the language L is not regular and if ~(L  ) is closed under substitution, 
then L is not in ~(~) .  
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that L is in ~(~) .  Then ~(L)  _C o~(~). But using 
results from [12], it can be shown that if -o~(L) is substitution-closed then for any s 
~g~(L) _C ~(.W) implies ~(L)  _C ~" (.LP). Hence, ~(L)  _C ~(5~). But a substitution-closed 
AFL that contains a nonregular language cannot be contained in any bounded 
AFL [8]. | 
57, /12 /3 - Io  
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COROLLARY 3.9. Not  all  context-free languages are contained in ~o(~) .  
Proof. Let D2 be the Dyck language on two generators. Then ~(D2) is the family of 
context-free languages. Hence, ~(Dz)  is dosed under substitution, and D~ is not in 
4. THE INTERSECTION CLOSURE OF BOUNDED AFLs 
In this section, we study the closure of bounded AFLs under intersection and 
AFL  operations. In other words, we study AFLs of the form ~'c~(~-(5~')) = ~-c~(~'), 
where ~ '  is a set of bounded languages. The title of this section is something of a 
misnomer, since if ~ is an AFL, #~-n(~) is not generally equal to the closure of .L~ a 
under intersection. To obtain ~-c~(~), one must first take the closure of ~qa under 
intersection and then take the closure under e-free homomorphism [5]. This contrasts 
with the situation for substitution, where ~,(.~a) does equal the closure of .r under 
e-free substitution. Another difference from the case of substitution is that ~(5~) = 
~(~) ,  but we will see that ~c~(~) :/: ~'c~(5~). Thus, we must now distinguish between 
AFLs and full AFLs. But the most important difference between substitution and 
intersection is that intersection is a much more powerful operation. (For example, if an 
AFL  is closed under intersection then it is closed under e-free substitution [5], but the 
converse is far from being true.) So it is very difficult to prove that a language is not in 
~-~(~). And it is impossible to prove that a language is not in ~c~(~): surprisingly 
enough, every language is in ~(~1)1  
We will prove that each language in ~'c~(9~), and hence each language in the closure 
~'c~(~e) of a bounded AFL ~LP, has a certain very weak structural property. To  see that 
this property must be weak, consider the following example. Let L 0 = {a 9'~ [ n ~ 0} 
and L 1 = {b 2~ [ n ~ 0}, and h I and h 2 be the homomorphisms 
hl(a ) = a, hl(b ) = a, hl(c ) = e, 
he(a ) = a, h2(b ) = a s, he(c ) = c. 
Define languages L 2 , Lz,  and L 4 as follows: 
L~ = LocLlc n h~l(Lo) 
- -{aZ"cb2"e[m ~0,  n ~0,2  ~+2 ~ =2 ~forsomep~0} 
- -  {a2"cb2"c l n ~ 0}, 
L 3 = h2(L2) = {a2"ca2"+lc[n >/0} ,  
L 4 = (acL3* n La*a*c) w (acLs*a*c n La* ) 
= {a2~ ' ' '  a2"c[n  >~ 0}. 
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Then each Li is in ~'n(L0). Hence, L4 is in o~c~(~l). Yet L 4 obviously does not satisfy 
any moderately strong pumping property. For example, L 4 does not have the property 
of Section 3. 
A property so weak that even L4 satisfies it is the following: 
There is an integer p such that each word in the language of length at least p 
has the form uyv, where 1 ~ [y ] ~ p, and where for each k ~ O, xy~z is in the 
language for some x and z in X*. 
Note that x and z depend on k. Thus, this pumping property merely states that each 
long enough word in the language contains a short nonempty subword y such that y~ 
is a subword of a word in the language for all k. We will prove that each language in 
O~c~(~ ) has this property. Weak though this property is, we will then be able to exhibit 
a context-sensitive language that is not in o~n(~), and to conclude that ~n(~)  C o4~n(&). 
In proving the pumping theorem for ~-~(~,~) in Section 3, we were able to use the 
fact that ~(g ,~)  is the closure under e-free substitution of-/g(~m). We could then 
concentrate on languages of the form M(L), where M is an e-free transducer and L is 
a subset of aa* "" a,,,*; the pumping result was obtained by finding cycles and iterating 
them. To prove a pumping theorem for o~'c~(:~), we must use the fact that any language 
in o~'n(~ ) has the form M((Lc)* ..... (Lc)*), where M is an e-free n-input transducer and 
L is a subset of a~* "" a,~*. The situation is now much more complicated because M 
has several input tapes and because (Lc)* is not bounded. It is thus much more difficult 
to find cycles to iterate. As a result, the proof of this pumping theorem is the most 
difficult in the paper. Basically, we find within each long computation of M, a sequence 
Zl ,..., zk of occurrences of the same cycle z that are so situated with respect o the 
inputs on the n input tapes that they can be rearranged and yet still yield a computation 
with inputs in (Lc)*. A typical rearrangement would be to replace z I by z k and to 
delete z2 ,..., zk 9 We call such a sequence of occurrences of a cycle a mobile sequence. 
What must then be shown is that every long enough computation of M contains a 
cycle that has arbitrarily long mobile sequences of occurrences in other computations 
of M. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  L is a language in ,~n(~) then there is an integer p such that each 
word in L of length at least p has the form uyv, where 1 ~ ] y ] ~ p and where for each 
k ~ O, yk is a subword of a word inL. 
Proof. I f L  is in o~-c~(~), thenL is in o~c~(L1 ..... L,) for some finite set of bounded 
languages {L 1 ,..., L,}. Then each L/ is m-bounded for some large enough m, so by 
Lemma 2.1 there is a languageL' _C al* ..- am* such that o~(L 1 ..... L,) = ~'(L').  Then 
~-c~(L1 ..... Lt) = ~-r~(L') C ~-n(L' U {e}), and ~-r~(L' u {e}) = ~, ( (L ' c ) * )  (see Sec- 
tion 1), so L == M((L'c)*,..., (L'c)*) for some e-free n-input transducer M = 
(K, H, S, U). Let 
C'  = C /~ ~l l ( (L ' c )  *) ~ ""  ('~ 7]nl((L'c):r 
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where C is the set of computations of M, so thatL  = O(C') (see Section 1). Using the 
fact thatL '  is a subset of al* ... am*, we must prove that there is an integer p such that 
every word in O(C') of length at least p contains a subword y, 1 ~ [ y [ ~ p, all powers 
of which occur as subwords of words in O(C'). Before defining p, we introduce some 
terminology for describing cycles. 
Suppose w = wlzw ~ is a computat ion i  C and z is a cycle, i.e., z has the same first 
and last state. For 1 ~ i ~ n, call the exhibited occurrence of z in w i-mobile if there is 
a word v in aa* "" a,~,* such that ~i(z) and ~li(w2) are both in vcS*. I f  ~li(wlzw2) is in 
(L'c)* and i f z  is / -mobi le then ~(wlz~w2) is in (L'c)* for a l l j  > /0 .  To see this, note that 
if~i(w~zw2) is in (L'c)* C_ (a t* ' "  am*C)* and z is / -mobi le then 
for some u l ,  us,  u 3 in (L'c)*, and Vl v, v2v in L'. Thus,  ~i(WlZJW2) = ulvl(vcu2v~)~vcu a 
is in (L'c)*. 
Now suppose w = WoZlWaZ2W  "" zkw~ is a computat ion in C',  where k ~ 2 and 
Zl = z~ - -  - -  z~ = z is a cycle. Call the set {z 1 ..... zk} of occurrences of z mobile in 
w if for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, either 
(1) Vi(zlw 1 "'" Zk_lW/c_lZ/e ) is in al* "'" am*, or 
(2) each z~, 1 ~ j ~< k, is an / -mob i le  occurrence of z in w. 
I f  {Zl ,..., zk) is mobile then w' = wozkwlw2 "" we is in C'. To  see this, note that w' 
is a computat ion since each zj is an occurrence of the same cycle z. So we must  show 
that ~Ti(w') is in (L'c)*, 1 ~ i ~ n. Consider any i. I f  ~/i(z) = e, then ~/i(w') = ~(w) 
and there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that ~Ti(z) v a e. Suppose first that (1) 
holds. Since ~]i(Z,1) = "qi(Z/r = ~]i(Z) =~ e and k /> 2, ~?i(zlw 1 "" zk_lwe_lzk) must be in 
aj + for some j.  Then  ~/i(w') = ~/i(w), and so ~Ti(w') is in (L'c)*. Now suppose that 
(2) holds. Since ~?i(w) = ~?i(WoZlWl "'" z~w~) is in (L'c)*, it follows that 
~(~0~Wl~W~ "'' ~w~), v~(W0~l%~-.w~ "'" .~w~), 
ni(Wo~,lt~WlW2W3g4W4 "'" ZkWk ) .... .  ~i(~OOZltCWlW2 "'" Wle ) = V i (W' )  
are each in (L'c)*, since z~, z~ ,..., z~ are each/-mobi le.  
We are now ready to define the integer p. For each cycle z and positive integer j ,  let 
k(z) = sup{0, k ] some computation in C'  has a mobile set of k occurrences of z}, 
and 
k'(j) = max{l, k(z) [ z a cycle with [ z ] ~< j and k(z) < oo). 
Note that 0 ~< k(z) ~ oo and 1 ~< k'(j) < oo. Now le tg( - -  1) = 1, and for 0 ~ j  ~ n, 
define f and g recursively by 
f ( j )  = g( j -  1)((#H) ~ -k 1) 
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and 
Note that 
g(J) = f( J )  k ' ( f ( j ) ) (#H + 1) m). 
1 -- g(--1) ~f (0 )  ~g(0)  ~f (1 )  ~g(1)  ~< "-- <~f(n) <~g(n). 
Finally, let r = max{[ O(h)l ] h E H} and letp  --~ rg(n). We will prove that any word in 
O(C') of length at leastp contains asubwordy, 1 ~ ] y [ ~ p, all powers of which occur 
as subwords of words in O(C'). 
Suppose w is in C' and ] O(w)] ~ p. Then by the definition of r, r [ w [ >/[  0(w)] >/ 
p = rg(n), so ~ w ] /> g(n). For x in H + and --1 ~ j <~ n, let 
I(x) ~- {i 1 1 ~ i ~ n, Bi(x) ~ 27"cZ*} 
and 
Q(j) =- {uxv ~ C' l # I (x )  <~ j and [ x [ >~ g(j)}. 
Note that Q( -1 )  = ~ since we cannot have #I(x)  ~ --1, and 
Q(n) = {w' e C' l l w' L >~ g(~)}, 
since we always have #I(x)  <~ n. Hence, w is in Q(n). Let q be the least integer for 
which w is in Q(q). Then q >/0  and w is not in Q(q - 1). 
To see intuitively what we are doing, imagine that the occurrences of the letter c 
on each input tape separate records of data, where a record is a word in al* ' "  am*. 
Then the fact that the computation w is in Q(q) means that w contains a long sub- 
computation x during which at most q input tapes, those whose indices are in I(x), 
read in parts of more than one record. The larger q is, the more tapes there are that 
can read in more than one record, the harder it is to rearrange cycles in x, and the 
longer we require x to be. We will see that x is long enough to contain as many cycles 
as we need. We now locate these cycles. 
Since w is in Q(q), w = uxv, where ] x ] //- g(q) and #I(x)  ~ q. Suppose x' is a 
subword of x and L x' [ ) g(q -- 1). Since w is not in Q(q - 1), #I(x ' )  >/q. Since 
~)i(x') ~ Z*cZ* implies ~i(x) ~ Z*cZ*, I(x') c_ I(x). So q ~ #I(x ' )  ~ #I (x)  <~ q, and 
I (x ' )  = I(x). Thus: 
(3) I f  x' is a subword of x and [ x' [ >/g(q --  l), then I(x') = I(x). 
Now we will find a cycle z in x for which k(z) ~ oo. Since 
] x ] >/g(q) = f(q) k ' ( f (q ) ) (#H + 1) f(~), 
x -= XoX 1 "" x~, where t = k ' ( f (q ) ) (#H 27 1) 1(q) and [ x~ i =f(q) fo r  1 ~<j ~ t. 
Consider any x~, 1 ~<j ~< t. Since ]x~] = f(q) -~ g(q- -  1)((#H) g(~-l) + 1), 
xj ---- Yl "'" Y~, where s = (#H)  g(q-1) 27 1 and I Yi ] ---- g(q -- 1) for 1 ~ i ~< s. Since 
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there are only (#H)  g(q-1) words in H* of length g(q - -  1), y, = y,, for some I and l', 
1 ~ 1 < l' ~< s. Let zj '  = YtYI+I "'" Yt ' - I  9 Then 
xj = (Yl "" Yz-1)(Y~ "" Yc-1)(Y,  . . . .  Y,). 
Since y~- -yv ,z j  has the same first and last state, and so z /  is a cycle. Let 
x' =y~ = YC. Since I x' I = g(q- -  1), I (x')  = l(x) by (3). I f  i is in I(x) ----- I(x'), 
then ~/i(x') = ~Ti(Yz) = ~7~(Yt') is in 2:*cZ'*. But in that case, since y~ = y~., it follows 
from the definition of/ -mobi le that z / i s / -mob i le  in w. In this way we obtain, for each 
j ,  1 ~ j ~< t, a cycle zj' in x~ which is i-mbile for each i in I(x). But I z / I  ~ I xj [ = 
f(q).  Since there are fewer than (#H -{- 1) f(q~ words in H + of length less than or equal 
to f(q),  and since t = k ' ( f (q ) ) (#H-4-  1) 1(q), some cycle z must occur more than 
k ' ( f (q) )  times in the sequence zl',... , z,'. 
Thus, w =uxv  =WoZlW 1 . . . zkw k, where z=z~ . . . . .  zk is a cycle, 
z lw 1 "" z~_xwk_lzk is a subword of x, each zj is/-mobile for i in I(x), I z ] <~ f(q),  and 
k > k ' ( f (q)) .  Note that {zl ..... zk} is a mobile set of occurrences of z, because if some i
does not satisfy (1) then ~i(zlw 1 ... zk_lwk_lzk) is in 2:*c27", so ~Ti(x) is in L'*c27", i is in 
I(x), each z~ is/ -mobi le,  and i satisfies (2). Hence, it follows immediately from the 
definition of k(z) that k(z) >~ k. Thus, k(z) > k ' ( f (q)) .  But 
k' ( f (q))  = max{l, k(z ' ) [ z '  a cycle with I z ' l  ~< f(q) and k(z') < ~}.  
And [z [  <~f(q). So if k(z) < 00, we would have k ' ( f (q) )  >~ k(z), which is false. 
Therefore, k(z) = ~.  
We have succeeded in finding a cycle z in w with k(z) = o~. Let y = O(z). Then y 
is a subword of O(w), ]y ] /> 1 since M is e-free, and ]y I = ] 0(z)[ <~ r I z ] ~ rf(q) 
rg(n) = p. We wilt now prove that for every j />  0, y~ is a subword of a word in O(C'). 
I t  is sufficient o prove that this is true for arbitrarily large j .  Since k(z) = 0% for 
arbitrarily large j there is a computation uoZlUl ... z~u~ in C' with {zx .... , %-} a mobile 
set of occurrences of z. But then, since these occurrences are mobile, UoZ~UtUa ... u~ is 
also in C'. But y~ ~- 0(#), so y~ is a subword of a word in O(C'). II 
Although the pumping property in Theorem 4.1 is a very weak one, it can be used 
to show that not every recursively enumerable language is in o~'c~(~' ). 
COROLLARY 4.2. There is a context-sensitive language that is not in ~n(M) .  
Proof. Let u 0--=a, v 0 ==b, and for n>/0 ,  let un+l =unv,~ and v~+ 1 =vnu ~. 
LetL  = {u, ] n >~ 0}. It is shown in [15] that no u~ contains a subword of the f romy a, 
y v~ e. So by Theorem 4.1, L is not in ~-c~(.~). But L is clearly context sensitive. | 
OPEN QUESTION. Are there context-free languages that are not in Jn (~)?  We 
conjecture that the answer is yes. But since every context-free language satisfies the 
pumping property of Theorem 4.1, that theorem sheds no light on this question. 
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In the proof of Theorem 4.1, the fact that the language L is in ~n(~)  rather than 
~n(N) is used at only one point: to ensure that the multitape transducer being studied 
is e-free, and hence that the cycle being iterated has nonempty output. It might appear 
that it should be possible to obtain some sort of pumping theorem for languages in 
O~n(~ ) by working with multitape transducers that are not e-free. After all, we cart 
assume the transducer writes at most one symbol per move, and then we can group 
these moves into blocks, where each block of moves produces exactly one output 
symbol. I f  the output word is very long there will be a very large number of blocks. 
We could now work with blocks rather than individual moves, and again try to find 
cycles that can be iterated. This approach can indeed succeed if the input language has 
enough structure. For example, one can show in this way that if L is a subset of a* 
having density 1 then 14 every language in O~n(L ) satisfies a pumping property, although 
the proof is much more difficult than the proof of Theorem 4.1 [2]. But surprisingly 
enough, this approach cannot succeed when all we know about the structure of L is 
that it is bounded, or even that it is a subset of a*. For a multitape transducer acting on 
(Lc)* need not preserve any trace of the bounded structure of L when the transducer 
is allowed to erase. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Every language is in ~g~n(M1). 
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary language. We may assume that Z L does not include 
the letter a. Let w0, w 1 ,... be any effective numeration of2JL* and letL 0 = {aiwi [ i >10}. 
Then L 0 is recursively enumerable. Let L 1 C a* be any language such that o4~c~(L1) 
contains every recursively enumerable language. (It is shown in [2] that any L 1 in 
which the size of words grows quickly enough has this property. A specific example is 
L 1 = {a ~'~ [n ~ 0}.) Then Lo is in b~n(L1). 
Now let L' ~- {a i { wi ~L}, and let h be the homomorphism h(a) ~ e, h(x) ~ x for 
x in Z L . Then L = h(L'Xz* n L0). Hence, L is in J~n(L', L1) C ~n(M1). I 
Note that the language L in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is not required to be recursively 
enumerable. What Theorem 4.3 tells us is that every language can be coded into a set 
of strings over a one-letter alphabet in such a way that the decoding process can be 
performed using just full AFL  operations and intersection. By Theorem 4.1, erasing 
must play an essential role in the decoding process. 
In view of Theorem 4.3, we may extend the diagram in Coroliary 3.6. The proof is 
straightforward and is omitted. 
THEOREM 4.4. The following diagram holds, where the arrows represent proper 
inclusion. 
14L C a* has density 1 if #({# EL [i < n})/n ~ 1 as n --~ oo. 
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o~(~,)  ~ ~(~)  ~ ~(~)~ ... 
~(~)  ~ o%(~)  -~ o%(3~)~ . .  
o%(~)  c s~(~)  2 o~(~)  _c ... 
o4 /~)  _- o r  = s~k(~3) . . . .  
Furthermore, ~(~)  -~ .~-n(~) --~ O~n(~ ).
OPEN QUESTION. IS it true that o~c~(~l)---~Jn(~)---~ ""; in other words, 
~-n(~l) @ o~n(,~e) ~a -.-? A related question is: Are there any nonregular context-free 
languages in o~n(~l)? I f  the answer is no, then ffc~(~l) • ~'n(~2), since {a'*b *~ I n >/0} 
would be in ~-c~(a~2) but not in ~-n(~l). 
We have used Corollary 4.2 together with Theorem 4.3 to show that f fn (~)  v ~ 
~r~(~,).  We can also use Corollary 4.2 to show that o~-c~(L u {e}) =~ ~n(L)  for certain 
bounded languages L. For example, let L 1 = {a ~ I n >~ 0}, let L 2 = {a**b n I n >/0}, 
and let ~r.e. be the family of all recursively enumerable languages. It is shown in 
[2, 14] that .~n(La) = ~c~(I.2) : "~fr.e. 9 So by Corollary 4.2, O~-n(L ~ ~3 {e}) =/= ~c~(Li) 
fo r i~  1,2. 
OPEN QUESTION. I8 there a nonregular bounded languageL for which ~-n(L U {e}) 
~n(L)? More generally, what are some necessary or sufficient conditions under which 
a (not necessarily bounded) language L will have the property that O~n(L u {e}) = 
o4~(L)? 
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